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In "Phantoms of Old Louisville: Ghostly Tales from America's Most Haunted Neighborhood,"

Kentucky Author David DominÃ© conducts a literary stroll through a picturesque Victorian

neighborhood where unexplained occurrences abound in grand old homes behind fortress-like

walls. He adroitly pulls the reader along on a tour of hidden balconies and secret passage ways

while describing architectural facets that make each dwelling unique. Along with fascinating stories

and first-hand accounts from home owners and residents, DominÃ© offers pictures of the alleged

haunts to help readers visualize spooks and phantoms as he unfolds his tales of lost spirits and

forlorn phantoms. Old Louisville, the third largest historic preservation district in the nation, boasts

hundreds and hundreds of opulent Victorian mansions, each of them with a story, and David

DominÃ© brings them to life and takes the reader inside on a sumptuous visual foray. In "Phantoms

of Old Louisville: Ghostly Tales from America's Most Haunted Neighborhood," guests are urged to

make themselves comfortable and feel at home, but right as they settle in, the author pulls the rug

out from under them and defies rational explanation of the would-be paranormal occurrences in his

stories. Sure to please both history buffs and ghost story enthusiasts alike, this intriguing collection

of supernatural tales peppered with lavish architecture, haunting history and colorful characters

makes it a perfect read any time of the year.
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David Domine follows up on last year's "Ghosts of Old Louisville" with this year's just-as-delightful



"Phantoms of Old Louisville".Old Louisville has a rich Victorian history, complete with its own

haunted past. Domine brings both of these facets together in a wonderful marriage thanks to his

detailed descriptions and narrative skill. Skeptics and "ghost hunters" alike can appreciate the

ghostly tales Domine has uncovered in his unopinionated style, and decide for themselves how true

these accounts seem to be.In his writing process Domine has obviously worked hard at doing

extensive research, conducting interviews, and verifying stories and alleged "facts" of supernatural

occurances to make the chapters as in-depth and fleshed-out as they are (for an added touch, the

introductory and afterword sections come penned from Halloween night of the previous year).The

stories he presents to readers are greatly interesting, and some induce chills and definite eerieness.

The backgrounds of some of the spirits here range from amusing to melancholy, and the types of

supernatural activity reported are just as varied. Not only do we learn of the supernatural,

though---all along the way Domine knowledgably points out architectural features of various grand

Victorian mansions and old public buildings, giving that feeling of actually being taken back to this

bygone era for a brief period. He has certainly studied his Louisville history, too, as is evidenced by

his sharing of interesting facts from Old Louisville's true heyday.Sprinkled throughout the book are

some black and white photographs of the different locales. They add a little visual flavor to each of

the intriguing accounts.
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